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CRPF Divyang Warriors embark on about 900Km Cycle Rally from Sabarmati Ashram to 

Rajghat 

 
The internal security warriors of the Central Reserve Police Force are actively serving the country 

across several conflict zones. Their duties often expose them to threats to their limbs and life. On 

numerous occasions, CRPF Bravehearts have made supreme sacrifice in the service of the 

nation. Many fearless warriors suffer grievous injuries and lose limb or vital organs during their 

service. To stand firmly with these Divyang Warriors, CRPF has initiated several programs aimed 

at reinstating the pride, morale, and confidence of these warriors. To this effect, skilling and 

Reskilling program has also been instituted by CRPF wherein the Divyang Warriors will first be 

skilled for Para-Sports and later re-skilled on technologies as Cyber warriors. 

With unwavering spirit as their guide and sheer determination as their fuel, a team of these 

indefatigable divyang warriors has embarked on a Cycle Rally from Sabarmati Ashram in Gujarat 

to Rajghat in Delhi. Hon’ble Governor of Gujarat, Acharya Devvrat Ji inaugurated the rally with  

his e-message, where he praised their endeavour by calling it inspirational. Chief Minister of 

Gujarat Shri Vijay Rupani also lauded the courage of the divyang warriors through his tweet. 

Starting on 17.09.2020, the rally will conclude on 2nd October, the birth anniversary of Mahatma 

Gandhi. Covering a distance of about 900Km, the rally will pass through the states of Gujarat, 

Rajasthan, and Haryana before reaching Delhi after its 16 days journey. As this rally reaches 

different CRPF institutions on its route, the Officers and Men from the institutions will join the 

rally. The rally will move during the day and make halts during the night at scheduled locations. 

An ambulance with a medical team will be present during the rally to render medical assistance  

to the team. 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 


